
ant Dear sylvia, 
10/1/78 

Arb Kevin has told me of the. kind things you said for his coming show. 

an ese 
Pm 

Pe Relatively: Litt He of the chicken—faiier bit has . gobten back: to me. When at has 
j ay (thruthful) response | has been that I was the best-officialay. 

also have no ‘reluctance in aiding that ih addition to ‘vaising the jest 
S “the national barbecue king (1959) and for many years was ° “aryland's 

mpion, In ‘the: national cotipetition T never: placed higher ‘than 
Ay ad hovigh once I ‘believe I wag robbers . 

et was. by a prejudiced Judge who Nudes te dia not like ehicken browned. - 

other judges.) 

aps seems: to have been a popularizer of the inrelevent effort at put—downs 

“ets never’ told. you there came a time when t geew disgusted with research 
ya at fe toh conclusions were “built in, with the Gishonesties required | for 

Pointy upright and entirely clean. hetenty 9 victorious 4 “in terms of ‘honor: 
i nif hot wealth and future: Prospects So r decided that mal cing 

aoneh to Live the dream ‘of many. other World Wer tI soldiers of what 
oe |  @alie® the citizen arny. I began with’ ‘a piece of land abandoned. for more 
than a helt century avid cleared it: ‘with my hands: and then" started buildings 

. Et as great! 

"Bhete was’ an earlier period in which Martin Dies and nis allies abtempted to 
ome, I-turned that around on them and got His’ agent indicted. | OS 

> Bo, I'n ‘not: unaccustomed to battles against odds and great power and i will never Sos gow too old or too infirm to batth& when battle appears necessary. 

r regard raising chickens and providing food as an honorable calling, I regard 
ee who belneve otherwise as mahal of even p. ooistempts ‘Those who pretend this 

oo “The Blakeys. ‘of the world of evil and untruth - “any of ‘those sho might be worth 

a response — prefer total silence. They would rather not entice any response. Lo regard 

, this as @ more: dependable evaluation. 

Eve been amused and pleased that these official whores have made no mention of 
he or my work. Weich in one form or another is virtually all of what they have 

_ represented as their own, where they have presented anything reasonably | described. as Ps. informations Even their "jiggle" theory. But I leave them to those who are responsible 
fer. them and their existence, at least for now, except when I am sought out, As a former 

farmer E believe I am expert on which it is time for the seaprate of the pigs, not 
- only the Bheee from the goaxts ..eMany thanks and best wishes, 


